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EXERCISE 1: Consider a Markov Chain with an infinite state space 

E 0 1 2    =  and transition probabilities: 
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Complete the following tasks:

1. describe the nature of the MC states;

2. write down the elements of the first row p0j   of the transition probability 
matrix, calculate their sum and give a justification of the value obtained;

3. generalize the previous result to a generic row i;

4. starting from
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prove that 
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is the z-transform of the steady state probabilitiesi ;

5. by using the Principle of Mathematical Induction prove that
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6. by using (3.24) calculate the steady state probabilities i .
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HINT. To develop point 6 above, let n   in both members of (3.24). The 

result will be that of a z-transform of a very well known distribution.
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